
How did you become a children’s author?

I was sucked into the children’s world! My writing style generally does not discriminate 
between young and adult readers. I try to make it as lucid and simple as possible so that it is 
read by parents, teachers and children alike. Some of my writings are used as lessons in 
school textbooks although I seldom wrote exclusively for children. I was invited to schools to 
take sessions for children. I was also assigned to write plays and edit magazines and wall 
papers for children. Credits should go to teachers for pulling me into the young world. And to 
children for magnetizing me!

Do you feel that there has been a shift in Kannada children’s literature over the last few 
decades?

I don’t see any significant shift. Even now children’s literature in Kannada is full of 
Panchatantra kind of stories where animals, plants and rural folk take the central stage. 
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“My writing style generally 
does not discriminate between 
young and adult readers.”

There is hardly any literature for young adults and urban kids in their natural environment 
and in their native language.    

What has been your most treasured experience in your writing journey?

A herpetologist once unexpectedly handed me a freshly captured cobra while praising my 
writings to the onlookers.  I could neither handle the big angry snake nor show my jittery 
feelings to the public. I consider it a treasured experience although indeed it was a terrorizing 
one!  

Who are your favourite authors and why?

In Kannada it is KP Poornachandra Tejaswi and of course Jnanapeetha Awardee Dr 
Shivaram Karanth. Both are gone, leaving behind a treasure trove of their writings. Both are 
known for their fictional writing but when it came to children’s literature they focused on the 
wonders of the real world. Both wrote about science and the methodology of scientific 
investigation. They were popular because they wrote for young adults.  

According to you, what role does an award play in promoting children’s literature?

Public nomination and shortlisting are more important than the actual award.  These stages 
of selection give due recognition and additional impetus to the writers. At least in my case I 
decided to devote more time in creating children’s literature the moment my name appeared 
in the shortlist. Award itself is secondary. 

Have your books been translated into other Indian languages? 

No. That is natural because most of my works are not in the form of magazine articles, 
standalone poems and a la carte’ plays.  

How can we encourage young authors to write for children?

By shortlisting them for the awards! Literary academies of the regional languages should 
conduct workshops for young authors especially for producing literature for the young 
adults (10-15 year old).  These academies should also facilitate quality printing and 
publishing of select works of young authors.
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